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I11 this brief presentation I propose some hypotl~esisconcerl~il~g
dynamics of cultural mechanism; more specifically, I suggest some hypothesis
wllicl~discuss from the tl~eoreticalpoiut of view the question of eatrance of a new model into a given system.
In raising those hypotheses I follow in the footsteps of Jakohson and
Tynjamv a d the Tel-Aviv school (mainly the works of Even-Zohar).
However, I do not wish to go over the ground covered, but rather to
use the key ideas as a point of departure for approaching problems of
historical nature that had been principally discussed by the Russia11
Formalists, were further developed by Even-Zohar, but except for that
had unfortunately been largely overlooked.
My main interest in the last years was in the question of historical change and transformation. At first I discussed the process of
the literary system's stratification as result of the literary life. Here
m j work concentrated from hoth theoretical and descriptive aspects
(Shavit 1982) on the way in which cultural manipulations and struggles over governing the center of a system determine the structure of
hoth periphery and center of a system and their dynamics.
Later on in the framework of a seminar on semiotics of culture I have
dealt with the question of various historical mechanism, concentratillg
mainly 011 the question of change in a system and more specifically, on
tht- question of system and new models.
While we were dealing with these questions, it became apparent
that traditionally speaking, historiography used to offer two contradictory schemes for describing dynamics of cultural history. The process
of change in history of culture was either described in terms of "revolutions" or in terms of "evolutions". In the first case history is described
as series of periods that suddenly and unsuspectedly become different
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from one another; here 'one tends to talk about revolutioris (the French
revolution, the Romantic revolution, Newton's revolution and so on).
In the contrary case, in contrast to the "revolutionary" description,
historiography endeavors to find precedences to every incide~it,to look
~ i o for
t the distinctive and the distinguishing, hut for resenit~lance,a d
to claim, more often than not, t h a t "Nothing is new u11dt.r the SUII".
When we e x a m h e tentatively those contradicting understanding of
history! we must admit, that irituitively speaking ueither views call he
denied, which immediately raises the question of how can such contradictory views live together.
I believe that both views can indeed live together and even in harmony, but on one condition only, that is to say, that in spite of their
being contradicting they will be accepted co~~currelltly
and simultaneously. This is possible with the help of the different understanding of
llistorical processes which developed in semiotics of culture as well as in
philosophy of science (for instance Kuhn 1962) which solves this seeming paradox of the coexisting views and bridges the seeming unsolvable
gap.
Semiotic understanding of historical problems enables us on the one
hand to descrihe change not as an unexpected revolutio~~,
but rather
as the most common and semiotically informative procedure, but on
the other hand to detect the change that slowly did take place (quite
often without being noticed) and made the system distinctively new.
Into such semiotic conceptual frame of refereuce I would like to
bring the theoretical results of my work in semiotics of culture and to
suggest the "law of transformation".
This law seeks to descrihe and explain what usually happens whm
a change occurs in a system and which procedure characterizes this
change. Using tlle notions of system, nlodels and fuuctions as key
notions I would like to suggest the following law: a new model can
enter a system only under disguise.
This law is based upon the following hypothesis:
1. A new model enters the system in a slow process in which the
new elements and functions distinguishing between this model
and the previous one are only gradually structured.
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2. More specifically: when the process of the emergence of a new
model into the system begins, the new model does not and can
not enter tlle system as a global novelty.
3. At first, only some of the new elements are introduced into the
I
only those which fulfill or are able to fulfill
system, and ~ I fact
previous fu~~ctions.
4. Those f u ~ ~ c t i oare
n s carried by elements that might have been already replaced by new elements or by elements which origi~lally
existed i11 the system.
5. This n~ulti-elementss i t u a t i o ~results
~
in tlie systems' tendency
to reduntlancy of fulictions e.g. the same functions are carried
by different elements, a state of affairs which is typical of, transition periods when liesitation between the best possible carrier
of cert.ai11functions occurs.
6. I11 otller words, the new elenleut,~are "forced" on already existing fu~lctions. In such a way. they functiou under disguise.
This clisguise makes it difficult for both system and addressee
(but not necessarily for producer) to recognize these elements
as new. Actually, this is the most decisive factor in this process
of emergence into a system, that is to say, that those elements
will not be recoguized as new.
As in the case of a new organ transplanted in a body, which will
he rejected if identified as new and unknowll, so is the case with
unk~iow~l
e l e ~ n e ~whicl~
~ t s iuvade a sig~l-system. As in the case
of a llew tra~lsplantedorgan, the orgall needs to he regarded as
already part of the system, to he covered by an already known
entity so that it will not he rejected. If the system identifies
a new organ as new, it tends to reject it and get rid of it. It
tends to do so even at the cost of committing a suicide. This
is perhaps one of the most interesting paradoxes of historical
dynaluics.
As has heen oftell described and discussed (see for instance
Even-Zol~ar1979), any system in culture needs change and renewal in order to survive. However. when renewal involves a
noticeable change of functions and elements, the system will reject it in order to protect what already exists, even when this
nleasls col~tlemninga death sentence upon itself.

.-
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7. It is then the disguise of functions that enable new elements
enter a system which already exists in culture. However, later
on those new elements will fulfill new functions, and additional
new elements which carry new functions will replace the existing
ones.
8. This is the stage which Tynjanov describes (Tynjanov [I9291
1971) as characterizing historical change, that is to say, the stage
in which a distinctive body of functions and elements is distinguished a s new in a certain model. It is o d y then one can speak
of a new model which entered the system.
9. Tynjanov's view is valid if one exanlines the stage in which a
change is recognized in the system. Furthermore, from the point
of view of the literary life this is usually the stage in which the
model will be recognized as new. aud also the stage in which the
bitter struggle for the new model begins.
10. However, if we look a t the process uot from the point of view
of recoguition but rather from that of tactics, that is to say,
if we examine not the stage of recognition, but that in which
the new model hegills to he traceable, then we can argue that
this process starts m w h earlier, that is to say, when the new
fur~ctionsbegin to creep into the system.

In passing I would like to remark that the struggle over a new nod el
does not involve anymore the question of the very existence of the
model, but rather the fight for its status. nanlely its attempt to reach
the center and take it over. To tlris attempt reacts the center in a
contra move which tries. so~netinleshopelessly. to push the uew model
hack to the periphery. This by the way explains why is it so difficult to
avoid a change or even a revolution, and why is it so tlifficult. to detect
the point in which the turn of a period indeed took place: T l ~ estage
in which a new model is recognized as such is the stage io which it
managed already to become part of the systeu~aid it is usually alrnost
too late to try to push it aw?,y. without causing u p l l e a d iu the syste~n.
Sow, we can come back to the opening question of this presentation.
the question of coexistence of contradicting approaches to history. 1
believe that this law can explain this coexistence and justify it. The
answer to this seeming contradiction into a very simple: both views
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are valid. Each however is valid from a different point of time, because
each approaches the system from a different perspective of time.
If one analyzes the structure of the center and the periphery of the
system a t close range, then one is inclined to claim that nothing much
has changed. This claim is not only justified hut also accou~~table
due to
the tactics of the emergence of a new model. This tactics demands that
the new model be identified with existiug models or a t least be familiar
enough. In this respect this approach seems effective and warranted.
011 the 0 t h hand, when the center and the periphery of the same
system are analyzed from a long range, then one is i n c l i ~ ~ etod claim
that a drastic chauge iudeed took place.
This is the case because ~ ~ o r m a l hetween
ly
two extended points of
time an almost total change takes place (though it should be emphasized that the discrepaucy in time depeuds on the prevailii~gnorms of
each period).
This change, descrihed hy Russian Forndists as cl~angeill functions
can he more accurately he descrihed in terms of models g o v e r ~ ~ the
i~~g
center aud the periphery of the system, namely, the structure of the
models and their function in the system. As a rule it can be said that
when models and their functioning in the system change, then indeed
"a new generation emerges", "a new period begins".
The advantage of this "law of transforn~ation"lies in its simplicity
and globally. Its globally is discerned not only in its capacity to grasp
historical processes in at least two perspectives, but also it eucoinpasses
the most important factors that take part in historical transformations:
It is not limited to one c o m p o n e ~ ~oft the literary system, but rather
enables us to deal with the three major parameters of the literary
system, namely, the producer. the texts and the receiver.
I will only briefly nlentioi~that . 1. from the receiver's point of view it supported by the assumption (Hrushovski 1979, Perry 1979) that realization of a text is
possible only if the receiver is already familiar with most of the
components of the text. It is also supported by the transfer theory (Even-Zohar 1981) which contends that as a rule a new and
unknown text will he translated by its perceiver into a familiar
set of notions.
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2. from the producer's point of view i t accounts for the rnarrner
in which a writer's handles models which already exist. As we
know, ally writer has basically two options: either to work in
the frame of existing iuodels or to manipulate them to such
a n extel~tthat the text produced will he later accepted in the
framework of a new model. This law helps to understand the
process in which a writer takes part in the creation of a new
model.
3. And last, hut not least. from the textual point of view this law
a c c o u ~ ~for
t s the relatively low percentage of new elements and
fuuctious required for a text or even a model to he accepted a s
new.
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